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COSMHYC achieves first milestones, developing a new compression solution for hydrogen
refuelling
In the first one and a half year of activities, the FCH JU funded project COSMHYC consolidated the
design of the hybrid compression solution, which combines a mechanical and a metal hydride
compressor.
The large-scale rollout of FCEVs on European roads relies considerably on the availability of an easy
accessible fuelling infrastructure, providing hydrogen at reasonable costs. The COSMHYC project,
which started in January 2017, works towards that goal by developing and testing a combined
compression solution based on a mechanical compressor and a metal hydride compressor. The
developments shall significantly improve the fuelling process and lead to cost reductions of up to 25%
for hydrogen at the fuel pump.
During the first part of the project, the COSMHYC team focussed on the definition of technical
requirements for the compressor. A range of hydrogen compressor applications were thoroughly
analysed and the consortium chose to adapt its development for refuelling of FC cars, busses and
trains as well as for refilling of compressed hydrogen trailers. The hybrid compression solution will
thus be designed to provide hydrogen at 700 bar from all sources of hydrogen having a pressure
above 20 bar.
Based on the technology requirements defined by Ludwig-Boelkow-Systemtechnik, a leading
consultancy for sustainable energy and mobility located in Munich, Germany, the consortium also
started with the technical developments, designing the hybrid compression solution and its
components.
Greater capacity, higher efficiency and durability for less production costs
After a few months of developments, tremendous progress has been achieved on the mechanical
compressor’s performance. Designs were developed for achieving greater capacity as well as
improvements on energy efficiency and durability. This contributes greatly to lowering operational
costs at the hydrogen fuelling station.
Moreover, the COSMHYC team was able to reduce the noise production of the compressor by
developing improved designs for the compressor components. The team worked on a strong frame
for the compressor that transfers vibration to a solid foundation.
In parallel, innovative materials for the metal hydride compressor have been identified enabling a
significant reduction of production costs, and a new compressor design adapted to large flow rates
was developed.
“COSMHYC has obtained very good results up to now. The next steps will be the construction and
extensive testing of the prototypes”, says COSMHYC coordinator, David Colomar.

For more information on the scope of COSMHYC and to stay updated about the project, visit the
website www.cosmhyc.eu
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PROJECT SUMMARY
COSMHYC is a Horizon 2020 – FCH 2 JU funded project which aims aim to boost hydrogen mobility by
developing innovative compression solutions for competitive refuelling of Fuel Cell Electric Vehicles.
With a budget of 2.5 M € five European project partners from industry and research work on
improving the performance of hydrogen compression, an essential step of the refuelling process.
Cost reductions and improvements concerning the efficiency of FCEV refuelling are crucial for the
success of hydrogen mobility. Over the course of 3 years (2017-2019) the COSMHYC partners gather
their expertise to advance hydrogen compression technology, contributing to the market take-off of
FCEVs. The project is coordinated by the European Institute for Energy Research (EIFER).
Contact:
COSMHYC Communication & Dissemination Office
Dr. Marie-Eve Reinert, Steinbeis 2i
E-Mail: reinert@steinbeis-europa.de, Phone +49 (0)721 935 19130
COSMHYC is coordinated by the European Institute For Energy Research (EIFER) in cooperation with 4
partners: MAHYTEC SARL; Nel Hydrogen; Steinbeis 2i GMBH and Ludwig-Boelkow-Systemtechnik
GmbH.
This project has received funding from the Fuel Cells and Hydrogen 2 Joint Undertaking under grant
agreement No 736122. This Joint Undertaking receives support from the European Union’s Horizon
2020 research and innovation programme and Hydrogen Europe and N.ERGHY.
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